ANALOGUE INPUTS
MODULE
Type: MAU 1, MAU 2
Certificate ISO 9001:2008

Description
Analogue inputs module is designed for analogue signals reception in
air conditioning, heating and cooling automated systems and process
industry. It increases the number of analogue inputs of MR 5000
microprocessor controller and can not be used independently.
Analogue inputs module has 4 or 8 isolated analogue inputs (NTC,
current or voltage)(AI), depending on the type of the selected module.
Module is hardware addressable. It is possible to connect up to 4
modules to the main microprocessor controller.
LED indicators on the front module plate show the state of each digital
input, as well as power supply presence (ON).

Types
* 4 inputs NTC
* 4 inputs 0/4 - 20 mA
* 4 inputs 0-10V
* 8 inputs NTC
* 8 inputs 0/4 - 20 mA

MAU 1.0
MAU 1.1
MAU 1.2
MAU 2.0
MAU 2.1

Technical data
* Power supply:
* Bus connection with the controller:
* Analogue inputs:

* Resolution:
* Number of inputs:
* Working temperature:
* Casing dimensions:
* Casing material:

5V DC from MR 5000 controller
I2C
NTC (2k2, 25°C)
0/4 – 20 mA
0 – 10 V DC
8 Bit
4 or 8
0 – 50°C
EN50022 (70 x 86 x 57 mm)
Lexan 940, Noryl VO1550

Design and installation
Analogue inputs module is installed on DIN 35 mm rail, according to the following diagram:

Modules are installed side by side near the microprocessor controller unit. Installation order of the modules
can be found in the user manual of the appropriate controller.

Wiring diagram
Connection of the modules with the microprocessor controller is displayed below. The length of conductor
from the controller to the module must not exceed 60 cm. Conductors are placed in a rail box separately
from energy conductors.
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